In order to accurately identify the dynamic health of shearer, reducing operating trouble and production accident of shearer and improving coal production efficiency further, a dynamic health assessment approach for shearer based on artificial immune algorithm was proposed. The key technologies such as system framework, selecting the indicators for shearer dynamic health assessment, and health assessment model were provided, and the flowchart of the proposed approach was designed. A simulation example, with an accuracy of 96%, based on the collected data from industrial production scene was provided. Furthermore, the comparison demonstrated that the proposed method exhibited higher classification accuracy than the classifiers based on back propagation-neural network (BP-NN) and support vector machine (SVM) methods. Finally, the proposed approach was applied in an engineering problem of shearer dynamic health assessment. The industrial application results showed that the paper research achievements could be used combining with shearer automation control system in fully mechanized coal face. The simulation and the application results indicated that the proposed method was feasible and outperforming others.
Introduction
Due to the randomicity and complexity of underground geological conditions, assessment of shearer health condition would present the characteristics of complexity, fuzziness, and uncertainty, and this may affect the coal production or even endanger the operator's life. Moreover, because of the poor mining environment and complex component structure of shearer, the shearer operator cannot accurately estimate the working status of shearer, which may lead to some problems of poor coal quality and low mining efficiency. Furthermore, an increasing number of safety accidents in collieries are caused frequently. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the dynamic health condition of shearer which has become a challenging and significant research subject [1] .
Depending on the assessment of the health condition of shearer, this can reduce operating trouble and production accident of shearer and improve production efficiency further. In recent years, many researches have brought out some achievement on shearer health condition diagnosis.
The multiple fault classifier based on the improved support vector machine theory is used to judge the fault types of coal shearer [2] . In [3] , a correct and timely diagnosis mechanism of shearer failures by knowledge acquisition through a fuzzy inference system is provided, which can approximate expert experience. Although many research achievements have been proposed, they have some common shortcomings summarized as follows. Firstly, most research cannot confirm the health degree clearly. Moreover, it costs long diagnosis time and cannot be used in real-time health assessment.
Dynamic health assessment was used in spacecraft primarily in the 1970s. At present, domestic and abroad researchers have worked on the modeling approaches for dynamic health assessment and proposed several solutions. The densitybased spatial clustering of applications with noise has been used for bearings' condition monitoring [4] , and a novel online method based on dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) for the estimation of the SOH of lithium-(Li-) ion batteries has been presented [5] , and so on. However, due to 2 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience the complex component structure and bad working condition, there has not been a health assessment concept on shearer, and this paper tries to present it. In the real mining condition, some key index parameters have a strong relationship with shearer health condition. The relationship is highly nonlinear in nature so that it is hard to develop a comprehensive mathematic model. The current methods and mature assessment systems are hardly satisfied with the shearer health state assessment. In this paper, we try to propose a novel prediction approach for shearer dynamic health assessment to identify the health state during coal mining.
The first mathematical model in artificial immune system was proposed in 1974, which initiated subsequent researches and discussions. Artificial immune system (AIS), as a novel intelligent algorithm method, inspired from the biological immune system, is an effective means for prediction [6] [7] [8] . The AIS can acquire learning capability by learning the biological protection principle. According to the above analysis, a novel prediction approach for shearer dynamic health assessment based on artificial immune algorithm is proposed and the assessment system is validated by the sample data of operating parameters from industrial production scene. Moreover, it will prove that artificial immune algorithm is a better tool for classifying due to its classification accuracy than the classifiers based on back propagationneural network (BP-NN) and support vector machine (SVM) methods later.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some related works are outlined in Section 2. The key technologies such as system framework, selecting the indicators for shearer dynamic health assessment, and the proposed approach are presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides a simulation example and an industrial application example for shearer dynamic health assessment based on the proposed approach to specify the application effect. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Literature Review
Recent publications relevant to this paper are mainly concerned with two research streams: the dynamic health assessment methods and artificial immune algorithm. In this section, we try to summarize the relevant literatures.
The Dynamic Health Assessment Methods.
For the dynamic health assessment problem, lots of research has been done since the last decades. In [9] , Zhong-Bin et al. developed a remote monitoring platform of the shearer by using VirtualPrototype technology to realize the remote monitoring for the shearer in the fully mechanized long-wall coal mining face. In [10] , Zhou et al. proposed a novel approach based on the coal floor height variation which is taken as a significant factor and fuzzy optimization theory to improve the implement precision of shearer memory cutting. In [11] , P. W. Tse and Y. L. Tse designed an innovative system that is installed in a passenger car or a truck that is running on road and provides instantaneous engine health evaluation and diagnosis. In [12] , Black and Winiewicz provided a method and apparatus for internal network device dynamic health monitoring to increase network device availability. In [13] , Vichare and Pecht presented the state of practice and the current state of research in the area of electronics prognostics and health management. In [14] , Pecht and Jaai presented an assessment of the state of practice in prognostics and health management of information and electronics-rich systems. In [15] [35] , Kuo et al. were dedicated to proposing a cluster analysis algorithm which is integration of artificial immune network (aiNet) and -means algorithm (aiNet ).
2.3.
Discussion. According to the above researches, many health assessment methods, such as density-based spatial clustering and dynamic Bayesian networks, have been applied in the bearings' condition monitoring, network device dynamic health monitoring, and so on. But there are still no relevant studies on the dynamic health assessment methods for shearer. Considering the superiority and universality of artificial immune algorithm, this paper prepares to use this AI algorithm to predict the dynamic health status of shearer. A simulation experiment and an application example are carried out and the proposed approach is proved to be feasible and efficient.
The Dynamic Health Assessment Approach
Based on Artificial Immune Algorithm
The Framework of the Proposed Approach.
Some realtime running indicators of shearer are usually used to classify the health condition of shearer since the signals can describe its dynamic characteristics. In order to identify the dynamic health status of shearer, the following three processes are required. These processes are assessment indicators selecting, data acquisition and initialization, and multiclass classifiers training and testing. The proposed condition classification approach for shearer dynamic health state is shown in Figure 1 . The approach mainly consists of three critical steps: indicators selecting, data initialization, and data training and classification. Firstly, choosing the most effective indicators to assess the health condition of shearer is important since excessive assessment indicators will reduce the impact of main indicators and cause an incorrect result. Then, all the object data in the schema object set are normalized, so the attribute value is within the unit interval [0, 1] and the sample data are divided into four types. Finally, the artificial immune algorithm is used to classify the dynamic health status of shearer.
Selecting the Assessment Indicators.
The system of shearer is made up by many subsystems. Establishing a scientific and reasonable evaluation system is the foundation of the health state evaluation for shearer. Depending on the actual operation situation of shearer and referencing other health assessment systems, the assessment consequences for shearer health can be divided into four typical modes: normal mode, transition mode, abnormal mode, and danger mode. The definition of each type of operation is given as follows.
Normal Mode. During the working process, the health indicators of shearer change a little and are all in normal range. The shearer works normally.
Transition Mode. During the working process, one or two health indicators of shearer have a wide range change occasionally and are not up to the danger line. The shearer works normally and meanwhile the worker of shearer must discover the problem and solve it.
Abnormal Mode. During the working process, some of the health indicators of shearer have a wide range change persistently and are not up to the danger line. The worker of shearer should stop coal production before returning it to normal.
Dangerous Mode. During the working process, some of the health indicators of shearer have a sudden change and are up to the danger line. The worker of shearer should stop coal production immediately. By setting malfunction threshold value depending on operation situation, four modes of shearer health situation decrease progressively. Four different health modes can guide coal worker adopting corresponding operation, respectively.
The system of shearer is made up by many subsystems. The data from historical recording and real-time monitoring of the subsystems reflect the health status of shearer more or less. However, in practical application, we must choose the most effective indicators to assess the health situation of shearer and eliminate subordinate indicators, as excessive assessment indicators will reduce the impact of the main indicators, causing an incorrect result. According to the expert experience and actual working condition of shearer, the dynamic health condition depends on the real-time monitoring data. In this paper, the key content is the realtime health assessment of shearer. Thus, to assess the dynamic health situation of shearer, we choose nine real-time running indicators: the pulling speed 1 , the right cutting motor current 2 and the left cutting motor current 3 , the right pulling motor current 4 and the left pulling motor current 5 , the right cutting motor temperature 6 and the left cutting motor temperature 7 , and the right pulling motor temperature 8 and the left pulling motor temperature 9 . There are test data showing that the pulling speed has a mapping relation with working load of shearer. Monitoring the change of the pulling speed can reflect the working load in a degree. Moreover, as the most important information on judging shearer operating state, the cutting motor current and the pulling motor current can be influenced by the pulling speed, the cutting drum height, the working load, the coal-rock characteristic, and so on. The difference between the two currents is that the cutting motor current has a direct proportion with working load, while the pulling motor current can comprehensively characterize the pulling resistance. Finally, the slow change of the cutting motor temperature and the pulling motor temperature can represent the general state of working load and pulling load over a period of time. The nine indicators can reflect the shearer operation state clearly. The assessment indicators of dynamic health assessment model for shearer can be shown in Figure 2 .
Defining Detectors Set.
According to the nine indicators of shearer dynamic health assessment approach defined above, we can determine the unknown schema object for nine-dimensional attribute space, shown in detail in Definition 1. Corresponding to the four modes of shearer dynamic health assessment consequences, multiclass classifiers are constituted by four detectors: normal mode ( 1 ), transition mode ( 2 ), abnormal mode ( 3 ), and danger mode ( 4 ). Any one of the non-self-class objects (the schema object of classes 1 , . . . , −1 , +1 , . . . , 4 ) can be recognized by the th detector ( ), excepting the self-class object (the schema object of class ). In other words, each detector only cannot recognize the corresponding class object of particular assessment consequence mode. The immune classifier model of dynamic health assessment for shearer is shown in Figure 3 . Before establishing the dynamic health assessment model based on artificial immune algorithm, the related definitions of multiclass classifiers are given as follows. Definition 1. Each schema object can be represented as adimensional vector ( , ) = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , , ) , and is data The right cutting motor current
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Definition 2.
Detectors set can recognize all the certain type data in the schema object set. Each member of the detectors set is called receptor, marked as , ( , ) = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , , ).
The receptor has similar structure to the schema object.
Computational 
Definition 3.
Receptor can recognize any one of the schema objects of a certain type. The degree of similarity between receptor and schema object can measure affinity:
where is detectors set, ∈ .
( , ) is the Euclidean distance of schema object and detector .
The function value of affinity lies between 0 and 1. The more similar the value between schema object and detector , the greater the function value of affinity.
Definition 4. selection is a choosing threshold for selected receptor and the value lies between 0 and 1. The choosing threshold is very important, as it selects which receptors should be removed from detectors set in the step of training.
Definition 5. detection is a testing threshold for detectors set. The value of testing threshold is the key to correctly classify detectors, as it decides which detectors should be activated in the step of testing.
Establishing the Assessment Model.
In this section, the flows for establishing the dynamic health assessment model based on artificial immune algorithm are provided in detail. It mainly includes three steps.
Data
Initialization. This step can be regarded as a data preprocessing stage. Each schema object is represented as a 9-dimensional vector ( , ) = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , 9 , ), ∈ . All object data of assessment indicators in the schema object set are normalized, so the attribute value is within the unit interval [0, 1] and ∈ (0, 1). To correspond to the four patterns of shearer dynamic health assessment consequences, the training data of schema object set are divided into four types: normal mode ( 1 ), transition mode ( 2 ), abnormal mode ( 3 ), and danger mode ( 4 ).
Training Detectors Set.
The purpose of training stage is generating an effective detector for each schema object. The steps for generating detector are given as follows.
Step 1. Take preprocessed as self-data set self , self = , so non-self-data set nonself was made up by the other preprocessed data sets,
Initial detector is empty, = 0.
Step 2. Generate random alternative detectors set .
Step 3. Calculate affinity between and self ; if affinity( , ) > selection , delete from (negative selection).
Step 4. Calculate affinity between and nonself ; if affinity( , ) < selection , delete from (positive selection).
Step 5. Delete the individual from nonself , if it can be recognized by .
Step 6. If nonself = 0, detector is accomplished, and iteration is finished, = ∪ ; otherwise, turn back to Step 2.
Using the same negative selection algorithm of generating detector, repeat calculation four times from class object 1 to class object 4 to all detector sets until every detector can distinguish self-class object and non-self-class object. The generation process of a detector is shown in Figure 4 .
Testing Detectors Set.
To distinguish self-class object and non-self-class object, all detectors are used for circulatory elimination for new sample in testing step. The flowchart of negative selection test for a new sample is shown in Figure 5 .
is sample data of unknown schema object for inputting. Then, calculate the value detection between and all detectors ( 1 ∼ ). If data can be recognized by detector
(1 ≤ ≤ ), data does not belong to the schema object . Repeat this process until all detectors are tested. The final consequence will be one of the following cases.
Case 1. If schema object
only cannot be recognized by detector , then schema object belongs to class object .
Case 2. If schema object cannot be recognized by two or more detectors, set a new test threshold value. Calculate the value detection between and nonactivated detectors. Repeat this process until only one detector remained nonactivated. Then, schema object belongs to the corresponding schema object of the last nonactivated detector.
Case 3. If schema object can be recognized by all detectors, set a new test threshold value. Calculate the value detection between and all detectors. Repeat this process until only one detector remained nonactivated. Then, schema object belongs to the corresponding schema object of the last nonactivated detector.
Simulation Examples and Application

Simulation Examples.
In this section, some simulation examples were put forward to verify the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed approach. The sample data were acquired from the shearer in 22210 fully mechanized coal face of Zhong Ping Energy Chemical Group No. 6 Mine. Depending on the assessment model of prediction approach of shearer dynamic health assessment, the acquired data were normalized so that the object data were represented as a 9-dimensional vector, ( , ) = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , 9 , ) , ∈ . The data in the schema object set was initialized, so the attribute value was within the unit interval [0, 1], ∈ (0,1). The training data of schema object set were divided into four types: normal mode ( 1 ), transition mode ( 2 ), abnormal mode ( 3 ), and danger mode ( 4 ). As shown in Table 1 , 1000 groups of data were randomly chosen to train the detectors set and the last 200 groups were used to test the classification performance of the trained detectors.
After the assessment model based on artificial immune algorithm was trained, the multiclass classifiers of the assessment system were constituted by four detectors, and each detector only could not recognize corresponding class object of particular assessment consequence mode. Actually, if the input schema object only could not be recognized by one detector, then the schema object belongs to this class object.
After the training phase, an assessment system could be obtained. In order to verify the accuracy of the model, the remaining 200 samples were utilized to test its performance. The prediction consequence was given as in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , only eight testing samples were misclassified and circled in red. The ordinate values 1, 2, 3, and 4 corresponded to four assessment consequences of shearer dynamic health modes, and identification accuracies of four detectors were 96%, 94%, 98%, and 96%, respectively. The overall average classification accuracy was 96%, which satisfied the engineering requirement. The testing results indicated that the proposed approach performed with lower deviation and could be applied in the assessment of shearer dynamic health.
In order to indicate the meliority of assessment model based on artificial immune algorithm, the assessment model based on back propagation-neural network (BP-NN) and support vector machine (SVM) was provided to solve the problem of the above example. The training samples and testing samples were the same. The configurations of simulation environment for three algorithms were uniform and the relevant parameters were in common with the above example. The prediction consequence of the assessment model based on BP-NN was given as in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , twenty-one testing samples were misclassified and some samples had a large deviation to real situations. The classification accuracies for four health modes were 90%, 86%, 90%, and 92%, and overall average classification accuracy was 89.5%. The prediction consequence of the assessment model based on SVM was given as in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 , twenty-three testing samples were misclassified and some samples had a large deviation to real situations. The classification accuracies for four health modes were 92%, 86%, 88%, and 90%, and overall average classification accuracy was 88.5%. It was observed that the proposed method had a better classification capability and performance than the competing methods. With the benefits of artificial immune algorithm in uncertain fields, the proposed classifier could obtain higher classification accuracy than single BP-NN and SVM classifiers. study, the training size of the example varies over size = 100, 120, 140, 160, . . . , 1000. That is to say, we run several trials over the algorithms with training size ranging from 100 to 1000. The classification error rate / (where is the classification error times and is the total test times) is chosen as the metric to express the result as a proportion of the optimal solution. Figure 9 plots the means of this metric (classification error rate) for each trial as a function of problem size size . It can be seen that for all trials the classification error rate decreases nonlinearly with size and the classification accuracy of AI outperforms BP-NN and SVM for all size .
From Figure 9 , it is obvious that the classification error rate descent velocity of AI is the fastest across different training sizes and owns stronger generalization ability than BP-NN and SVM regardless of the training size. What is more, the classification accuracy of AI is more supernal and robust. Therefore, the AI algorithm can obtain a relatively high accuracy to provide an effective support tool for dynamic health assessment for shearer.
Industrial Application.
In this section, a system based on the proposed approach had been developed and applied in the field of shearer dynamic health assessment as shown in Figure 10 .
As Figure 10 showed, the "gateway controller" and "ground monitoring center" were used to control and monitor the shearer running parameters. The system based on the proposed approach was uploaded into the gateway controller. The pulling speed, the left cutting motor current, the right cutting motor current, the left pulling motor current, the right pulling motor current, the left cutting motor temperature, the right cutting motor temperature, the left pulling motor temperature, and the right pulling motor temperature were collected every 1 Hz from the shearer controller and the collected data were transmitted to the gateway controller. Then, the changes of shearer dynamic health assessment consequence were identified and showed on "monitoring interface for shearer dynamic health assessment."
In order to illustrate the application effect of the proposed approach, the shearer was running in fully mechanized coal face from 135.0 m to 150.0 m by the manual operation. The dynamic health assessment curve based on the proposed classifier was shown in Figure 11 , and the ordinate values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 denoted four health classes: normal mode, transition mode, abnormal mode, and danger mode. The curve showed two obvious changes in segments A and B. The ordinate values were leaped from 1 to 3, which means that the shearer health status had a sudden change from normal mode to abnormal mode. The changes of some operational parameters were plotted in Figure 12 . The cutting motor current had a noticeable increase when the right cutting drum cut the floor between 135.0 m and 138.5 m and the left cutting drum cut the roof between 146.0 m and 148.0 m. The results of shearer dynamic health assessment based on the proposed system were almost completely consistent with the actual cutting status of shearer.
Conclusions and Future Work
The main contribution of this paper was that a methodology based on artificial immune algorithm for the assessment of shearer dynamic health status was presented. The detailed flows for the proposed approach were described, including three critical steps, that is, assessment indicators selecting, data acquisition and initialization, and multiclass classifiers training and testing. In order to verify the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed approach, a simulation example was provided and some comparisons with other algorithms were carried out. The simulation results showed that the proposed approach was outperforming others. Finally, the proposed approach was applied to an engineering problem of shearer dynamic health assessment. The industrial application results showed that the paper research achievements could be used combining with shearer automation control system in fully mechanized coal face and had obvious effectiveness on reducing operating trouble and production accident of shearer and improving coal production efficiency further. The artificial immune algorithm could obtain a relatively high accuracy to provide an effective support tool for dynamic health assessment for shearer. In future studies, the authors plan to investigate some improvements for the proposed approach. Possible improvements may include the combination of artificial immune algorithm with other intelligent algorithms for better performance. In addition, the applications of the proposed approach in dynamic health assessment domain are worth further study from the authors.
A B Figure 11 : The dynamic health assessment curve of shearer based on the proposed system.
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